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with. physical processes. nor does it read 
"aocill laws .. of dtftlapmentinti( ~The attempt to do so by way of ""dialectical 
ma!erialism" rnuit be" repfded as a Marxist aberration. The author deals with the 
~e»!dUs abc: :ration and with the reasons for its persistency in Marxism·Leninism. 

The conflict between the East ond th1~e;\~ll~es~t::, a~~~~~~ 
ideologies, has little to do with different nee ts of ical reality Ideologies 
differ because mall'.rial and social inte .Sts er; ~siC! r _1ty," on the 
other hand, is <tdite the same for all the combatants. Nevertheless, in both 
camps, the ideological struggle is carrie • · <;_es-in the East, 
in the form of~ - ard defense o · erialism · the West, in 
the assertion thatjjialecti matenalism · " of the conflict bet\yeen 
East and West, be~ is the basis of th c elief of MannstS that the 
world is bound to fall to them spontaneously nd inevitably."i .' 

Both aides insist, of course, that their scientific interpretations of the 
esterrud world are free of all ideological encumbrances. While for the Eastern 
ICientists and philosophers the whole of modern physics seems to verify 
dialectical. materialism, for those of the West Marxism appears completely 

".·· 

... 
l ·-
\ 

'i 
l 
·f 
( 

~ N~onian mecha~~xctudeafbe'iillsrot'iitimm hisJory being deter- .~~ 1: 
mmed by overriding "natu lav.'S,"' whether mecbanica~ectica1. AI- ·_ ' 
though recognizing the interrelations between men, society ind nature, it was, 
first of all, a theory of men and society. 

Unfortunately, however, the persuasive power of histoOrical or dialectical 
materialism-as it came to be known-was great enough to cany ...... y even 
Engels, who spoke of itS universal validity. \Vhile some tolerant critics found 

\}V_,)ihis merely amusing, 5 the less well-disposed used this overzealousness as· an 
/ ""cuse to reject the whole of l\Iarxism as just an oddity of German mysticism. 

But while the notion of ~h~ "universality" of the dialectic process is not q 
/4iefensible, ~either ~enttal to l\.Iarxism, which loses none of its force by '---
1 ~mitring it.~la~~ at any rate, did not concern himself with the "dialectics of 

:nature." It 18 not the ideas of l\Iarx but "l\Iarxism," as the ideology of the 
"<(rising European labor movement l.d of the self-declared "sociall!t" states of 

)he Eastern power bloc, that nourishes \Vt:Stem anti-llarxism. And it is for 
this reason that the struggle between the "1\larxist" East and the anti-:.O.Iarxist 
West, however real, tells us nothing about the \·alidity or in\·alidity ofllarxism 
for our time. · 

" _,.outdated bei:ause:the idea of~etenniiiism•has disappeared. The ve!Y term , 
,;"!!'rt?a'i•m" ...i:Lfejected as 6CifiilgmgtO.the last century. nt't· ~arx's -1· --

le.it is pointed out, "nothmg w~ known of today's e ativistt and :--. 

Marxism as Ideology. The pre!-capitalist world was agitated ;by the 
question of the £rirn._~C)~ of spirit or fiature. nThose who asst!rted the primacy of 
spirit to nature comprised the camp of idealism. The otl.ers, who regarded 
nature as primary, belonged to the various schools of materialism . .,, In op-phys_ics: er-was at dtattime-·\\•hato··-s·enses-cony~ye be; ,_ J. 

~ . measurentent t v.1.t sensu~rceh·able prope tes _...of things,'" [-
~cmget true. ----
1\~ of cours<, had only the natural science of his period to rely on~ . I 

the changes in scic:nce since then do_':~affect his theories. Marx did IJ2l,com . ·,-, 
. die term ditdl!dk•rl materialism but use4_the.word_mgttrial_t<!_designate_ ~~ .! ·; 

, f.J l I J.si_.£"!.\~cP.n'!!"'Y; 1:0nditions of~lllluman existe ..:'Hegel's dialectic mer~ . J. 
l::f./ ~ ~-~~ l~f ~eparture fol- Marx's criti _e of ca "talist society. I~ w~ ,- · _ - J 
;£~ ,.lliDiportant to,~!: becaU"fo.Pf "the .enonno .. 1 nca upon wh1ch 1t 
;, ~~ · ~ -~ound~ ~~ ~~~ becauset£t disso1~'7 ·au con ftio~s o . fi~l,.absolutc 
C. Ymd(lfafinaJi-~~~lute state ofhumamty eorre ondlJIIttO 1t.:E'[...,l 

. posing both the conditions and the religious ideologies of the feudal past, the 
l.;. revolutionary middle-class was materialistic. It considered nature as objecti

vely-gi\'en realitY andln~ri 3S determined-by natural laws. The natural sciences 
were to explain his life and actions and, with the functic•n of his brain, his ; 
sensations and consciousness. Freed from religious superstitions. science de-/ 
voted itself to the disco\'ery of natural laws, and Newtonian mechanics served 
as . the basis-.... for a growing conviction that all n3tural phenomena follow 
definite. cau~ rules. =-............_ · , . 
~ RadicaT-middle-class materialism lost its eological urgency )"ith the fc, "--· 

establif'hment of the bourgeoisie as the ruling c . e e~ Cf~ 
natural scienre from theology coui<! not be extended to tl1e emancipation of ~ .. -------.. -- -- . .-

v 
• .M. Born, TM Corrupt of IUallty in PhyNs. p. 320. 

QJ: Crpce~ Ubmdign rmtl Totu in Hqth Phi101op!r#, Heide!bpi;1i~. 
• F. Engds, Lud<rig F...,IHJ&h, p .. 3.1. . W' 
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c:Oinlf'Cto d>e--.aea of-equality with heaven and thus pre_!"!'ls the b_ut!'hery of 
d>e.ridi-bi-thc poor. SOciety -d~rids- on·tlie-inequallty ofiDcomes, and the 
iDequality of iiicomes, o[, the existence of religion.'.~! The ~i:Xisten~ of 

• Kicncc and religion in th•- uneasy bourgeois world found ideological support 

/; 

in idealistic interpretations of the further results of scientific development. 
, .-~-~early mat~ists,(g~!Ural philosophers,_ (Fran~,B~n a~d Thomas 
~~bes) were com·mced that through sense expenence..,.a tlfrough Intellectual 

) ll:tivities derived therefrom, it would be possible to gain a I · d 
i1'! knowledge of the extern)ll~ This._!lpjimism_ val!ished with. n Locke; I 

~/!Y _,dlo saw this knowledg{§nite by die ve in••nreatin of ideas. e ought' 
t valid o~y to the_ ~err: to w i 1 eas were actually tn conformity with 

Although sensations and • eas related e external world, this world 
could not be really known. manuel · ce ted the proposition that 

f1,1t( .. (the ~ing=l~JS<~ no_t __ owabl_e and that empirical knowledge 
. "'/ _ tfiielr-to 'thi:ftilij:cnve fonnslm which man beco~e of the 
,',-;J<ll!bjective world. It was'ro.::t!llfreawnthat he saw the need fo~ncepts 

0 

o~deroin_ io exper::~and made it intelligible. Concepts of 
d -!'":~~ w_orerie tions~f the human mind and, though 
verifiable, weo:e nevertheless{e~ philosophy 

"'"' and effective h~manactiviJl. In its essential stru.£!!!(e,.thc.: was, ~en, a 
. . ~~-~~the matenahst theo o _ owled e became -

:~· P-

0 

for many materialists th-e ntaterialist theory o !_e_a for. man. y.ideatists the 
~\ idealist theory of knowledJ!!!--becatne-o-idealiSt theory_ of re#ty.- -
.\ ,; ~ 1ilill attempt to~1e materialist r · n_!lf the o!>_jective world 
0 ~ ~dte process of kno" ledge itself, Mac opposed bodl the new 

. oll''~m and the old ma•:.rialism. H~ insisted : t wecaiiiiOi make up 
• ,)"f.· __ properties of nature with the help of self-evident supposition~ that these 
IJ_-'. ~-~positions must be taken from experience.~! But1 since all~ge derives 
~·'/ ·~ &om sensations and cannot go beyond sensations, it_canlt-Ot-make statements 
t-~·' about obj<A~; it can merely fill out the gaps m experience by the 
,)>-~·"id'CCS tbat experience suggests. Although he opposed the Kantian point of view, 
-~.J!!1o ~j~~ .f!lec_ han. i.~al ~at~rialism_.Jl!ld. regarded i-~ Objective wor~~ of 
\V~/ ~es b_J!!_C, and '·::au~ty -~ a_rtlficlanconcepttons. Mach's cnttcal 
~~m supp?ned, itlthiiugh unintentionally, a rising idealistic trend in the 

~~. 
r reviSiOmsm," i.e., the successful development of labor organ-

izations Within the confine• of capitalism and the hope, connected therewith, 
of a purely evolutionary tr:nsition from capitalism to socialism, Jed to the loss 

\ ;·/Of an earlier militant atheism•:llf 'to an ambiguous acceptance of 
.',( . idealist trend in the fonn of eo-Kan"tiiiiiSm; adical socialists beg~n to defe~<\.' 

· -~'' ,--(}1~ Aulonl, Irw.iw PoliW,... J.I4RJool,.tio• Fn=p);..!"~loft~td; 
:-- ,_D'i ..,;._.,ikholllpoNiqw(I7B9-IIJOI),Patis,I901,R • ;0/ :' ''ril/'', ___ ,,__' 
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MARXISM AND THE NEW PHYSICS - 3S3 

the old materialism of the revolutionary bourgeoisie against the new idealism 
of the established capitalist class and its adherents in the labor movl!ment. For 
Russian socialists this seemed of particular importance since the Russian 
revolutionary movement, still on the verge of the bourgeois re>·olution, waged 
its ideological struggles to a large extent with the arguments of the Western 
revolutionary bourgeoisie. The intelligentsia, largely from the middle-class, 
fonned the spearhead of the movement and was quite naturally inclined to 
adopt Western middle-class materialism for their own purposes, that is, for 
the task of opposing the religious ideology that supported Czarist feudalism. 

Because, for Ernst Mach, science had its origin in th~>t life/ his 
ideas had a certain appeal to socialists. Some Russian revolutionaries,~· 
in particular, tried to combine them with Marxism. They gainedsome--iii::' 
fluence in Russia's Socialist Party and Lenin set out to d tro thi!: influence 
with his book, Matuiali.'711 and Empiriocriticimt. Th subjectiv element in 
Mach's theory of knowledg e, m Lenin's mm , an 1 ist a~ ., 
and a deliberate attem_pt !;,revive rcligiolll obscurantism. It was 1\lach's- .- .. 
in~~~~~e upon ihe-ee9'·81i, lhstACfcliin&LQ! Uie tOng=p• gf ~·hich "'") 
disturbed Leni~cularly, because for him, as for the early materialists, 

,-
_, 

'[\.knowledge wa!(!!!>IVwhat reflects objective truth; truth, that is, about mal'er. 
He thought that ·reducing objective reality to matter was necessary for the'>E>
uncgnditional recognition- of nature"s--materiaLCAUtc:nc~ outside th-: ~n~:. 

l!tindependent existence._of the ~rna! w2El<Lw'!'i-~e_llled by .!\t~cli. 
He merely pointed out that our knowledge ~in this respectli limited because 
it is limited to sense experience. But Lenin found it ,.unconditionall:r true that 
to ev~ scientific theory there corresponds an objective truth, something 
fi!i'@Cji>so in nature."' For him dialectical materialism had aheady dis
covere~hat nature is and does, if not as yet completely, at any rat~ approxi
mately!cyrom the standpoint of modern materialism, or ~larxism," he \\Tote, 
uthe relative limits of our approximation to the cognition of the objecth·e 
absolute truth are historically conditioned; but the existence of this truth is 

i.:"t,,~conditioned, as well as the fact that we are--Continually approadimg 1t. »iD 
t 9th the discoVery of the: substanc~otio!!_.Of the universe, all that was 

left to do was to proceed· in e\·ery separate field of knowledge in accordance 
with the principles established for nature as a whole. One could th<!n not fail 
to have scientific practice conform with objective reality, just as the latter was 
bound to show up in e\'ery true scientific endea\'or. The difficulty with this is, , 
of course, that it is impossjhle .to. 3pp].y the criterion of practice to 2; theory oft/ 
the universe, not' to speak of the fac_t that_ nobqdy _knows what nature as a 
-~ole1s. · --------------· - ·---- .. -----------

Itwarirrthis way that Lenin extended historical materialism into dialectical 'II} 
mateiialiSin-:--N:itiire has hatr:i"history and its dialectical pattern of develop· -~ \ 
ment has been progressi\'e in the sense that it has developed from the inorganic 

,, 
N ~o.,k 1927,p.~ ... ow• • ~ - una/inn and Empi,iomt•cum, . . --
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~;the oi&anic to ·ml~d~d coi&i~~ess. ''Matter is not a prod~. 
mind:",Lenin Wrote; "but mind itself is only the highest product of matter~ 
The ,;.wid was an "eten\ any moving and cl,q.sjoping ~aterial mass which 
rellec:IS a progressive hum:m ainsciousness. "~an history is a product of 

.. univenat history. In a cert;in sense, this is true and follows from the admission 
of the existence of the extomal world independent of human existence. And 

~
• · • dear that consciousmss presupp<ISI1\.Jhe existence of the brain. 

it is also true, as Mmx pointed out,\:.th c question whether objective 
can be attributed to human thinking i:E!!J a question of theory but is a 

pncticol ~estion. I!i::ra~ice men must pro~the truth, i.e., the reality and 
J>OWU,]iis.s~ ess!lf their thinking. The dispute over the reality or 
IIOn·Rality of thinking which is isolated from practice is a purely scholastic 

.- ~· • n.''Ul!!,t~~-c d1~~es .of th~~~:~t Greeks, f~r ins~nce, w_ere 

.~ §on espenmentiit faC!Sout were part of·a speculative <;Osiiii9, philo-

. by mil were opposed .tnd defeated by other philosophicatsehools on 
'!".i' p~biloopp~IJ!llls. (l'hi5.can __ no long:r be repeatea;, for today's 
~~ 'atomic theory IS b..ecron experiment and matheniaticat··treatment, on a 

~ 
scientific practice in brief, able to verify the theory's validity. Jllot_ .mere 

' apeculation but the work or chemists an!l.physicists led from the ·atomi~:t!>
"rf. ~e J1UCiear"theory, to the ,ew physics,,an~ the .J1eW phdosopliy associated 
, 'With it. AU ~ knowledge of the extei'lml world is ~ct of men's 

theoreticil~d');raet~cal activity m tlle-at:tua_!:::worid. But th~ge 
proau&d bj nreu eau tte cet be more tfuin knowledge produced by men; it is 
not absolute truth. It is onlr truth about that part of the universe currently 
accessible to men, on which they can work and verify their theories. And as 
their knowledge accumulates with historical development, it leads to the 

. _! contin.uous modifi~tion. of l:nowle~ge by way of additional kn~wledge ~nd 
, ~, someumes to the discard10g of theones mad~~uoui by theones refernng 

· ,)...\• ·E;2Eew discoveries. 
.,J>··: ' ·. The d · e of the radical Western labor movement and the success of li':::,~ R WI bolshevism brought \\ith it an almost complete identification of a 
~ J(' ·~ .pecific Leninist version of Marxism with Marxism proper. Because the 
~ ,- 1~/Russian Revolution \\'35 simultaneously a "bourgeois" and a uproletariann 
l- sF ~lution-in the sense that th~onditions for socialism were nonfj-
~~ existent :while laisse::.jairt capitalis~s no lon~-it led to a form y of~iiliW/which could be designated asJ.'~~,. only_~~-u~e __ it 

J· , ·· was something other. tban. privat.C.~l'r~~!!)' .. cap.italism. But 'ihe functions 
' · assigned to private enterprise and competition were now the functions of the 

bolshevik state. By appropriating part of the social product and allocating 
~ 1 productive resources for the cc n~ction of a larger productive apparatus and 

/v • mper productivity, the bolsl.•evik ruiersliii~ntrollers of labor and 
- / capital. . • '----.,) 

'\ i u l6iol., p. 63. i I v; •JJU.,p.I09. :• 
. : · •' .•lollia'a 'l1leoeo.., Fouabach in 11'. £aaoh, ~ F~, p. 73. 
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MAilXISM AND TilE NEW PHYSICS 3SS 

While the capitalist's "peace of mind .. and the necessary accfuiescence of 
the workers require some forrn of general agreement on the indispensability of 
capital -apd private initiative, th_e....new Russian situation needed a different {_ 1_ 
ideology that could make the interests of the controllers and the controUed _ ... ,

:ppear1 idedndtica ... Mar~is1~ c?u~dfoemfi5''~.atisfyF thish need bc;_ca•~,e it w~s ·3:-' 1/ 
.aormu ate urmg capita 1sm s taustz-1a~re stage. or t ere were-no onger-1n :· ~· ... :.... 
Russia any capitalists in the traditional sense; and as to the go\·ernment, it g:,_'i ·1-:-,1 

characterized itself as the executive of the ruling working class. 11,->'1·1 ' 

But since only the miserable are inclined to believe in an equal sharing of a J;Jri t· 

miserable situation, the bolshevik "eliteu soon found that income dffferentia-
tions, by serving as incentives for greater individual effort, could turn into a 
blessing for all. In order to improve the life of all in the long run, it was . ., ? 
necessary to improve that of some immediately. Thu;. a new class c-ame into :L '" 

being based on control of the state apparatus and nationalized means of 
production. To hasten productive de\·elopment, both the .. positiveu incenti\'cs 
of power 2nd income, as well as the '"negative" incentives of forced labor and 
terrorism were repeatedly ad\·anced. Yet, the more the interests of the con-
trollers and the controlled di\'erged, the more insistently did ideology proclaim 
their identity. 

Under relatively stable social conditions ideological control may suffice to 
secure the social status quo. Under such conditions, designated as a "'freeu or 
"democratic" society, a struggle for ideas accompanies the social conflicts, and 
its class structure is simultaneously denied and admitted. Both the existence 
and non-existence of class relations, for instance, are incorporated in such 
concepts as "social mobility" and uequal opportunities." Socialism would 
eliminate these ambiguities, for if there are no classes there is no way of 
moving from one class to another, and if there are no prh·ileges then: are no 
equal opportunities to partake of. Russian society, while supporting a pri~ileged 
minority, necessarily adheres to the concept of uequal opportunities, .. but it 
cannot admit the existence of class relations without destroying its socialist 
label. 

Even if, out of fear of utopianism, l\larxian socialism never became explicit, 
one thing was clear nevertheless: socialism implies a class-less, non-expltlitati\'e 
society, and not merely a modified class relationship in a modified capitalism. 
In Russia, ideology only can claim the absence of class relations. Yet, the ruled 
cannot help being aware of existing conditions and of their unrelatedness to 
the state-prescribed ideology. This id~ology cannot serve as a substitu.te for, 
but is an aspect of, dire ·sical control-an instrument of police power
The enforced absence of s cia conflicts finds not support, but merdy ex-
pression, in the apparent u · ity of ideas. . 

It was in the name of Marxism and socialism that the bolshevik.s cari'te into 
power, and in their name they destroyed all their enemies. Even their intemil 
struggles for positions and influence within the controlling hierarchy must be 
expressed in Marxian terms-either as adherence to, or as an alleged de"\'iation 
from, a once-established "orthodoxy." The total unreiatedness of Marxian 

.,.._.,...,..~,....,._._,__, ._·. 
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~ toci•'ism to Russian conditions mncs im~· questioning or serious 

1 
.-to nature and merlb;l;i;9Hndirectly to the structure of 

... : ___ __: __ -~ lu .. -: ..... •1..-"'..v ~ "Marxism" must be i t change and are therefore h~torical. 
· · - ' Although specific social relationships, bound to specific forms of social 

a revolutionary consciousness 

production, may find ideOlogical reflection in science and affect its activities 
K\in some measure; science. like the production process itself, is the result of l'l ,., 

C\ \.all ~revious s~ial development and in this ~espect ~s in~e~~dent .!'_f~ ' I, 
\. part1cular soCial structure. Concepts of phys•cal reality may be shared by 

structurally different societies. And just as different technologies may evolvC: '£_ 
within a particular_social s.,U.ucture as, for instance, the current so;:.ealled 

/JiCond Industrial Re~o~; so one concept of physical reality may be re-
placed by another without affecting existing social relationships. Yet, these 

.: , new concepts are stil 1storical ·--comparisOn-wl~ of physical 
•\ reality associatedwith prev1 us an 1 erentmodes-ofpronu'ction and pre,·ious . 

thus destined to lead the 1masscs. The combination of bourgeois materialisnv'\ 
and revolutionary l\1arxisn1 which characterized early bolshevik philosophy 
reappears with \ictorious bolshevism as a combination of nco-capitalist 

·_ ~ractice and socialist ideolc1lf." 
and different social relationships. ~ r_j' 

Science in the modern sense developed i .with modem indust&C. r 
and capitalism. The rapidity of scientifictJeVeOPmeJl(parallels ~ 
revolutionizing of the production process by way of competitive caplf:iraCcu
mulation. There is an obvious connection between science, its technological 
application and the prevailing social relationships. Although modem science 
is not only quantitatively but also qualitatively different from the rudimentary 

~; - ' 
~ ' 
) 

Science and Society. '"In social production," Marx wrote, summing up 
his materialism, "men entt:r into definite relations that are indispensable and - -~ 
independent of their will; tbesc relations of production correspond to a · \i·IJ '\ 
stage of de\·elopment of their material powers of production. Th sum iotal \ 
of these relations of production conStitutes the economic structur e ~ 1'"'! ·\ 

1, on which rise legal and political superstructures and to \'. 
which correspond definite fat ms of social consciousness. The mode of produc- ' 
tion in material life detendnes the general character of the social, political and [', 

ience of the past, it is a continuation of it nonetheless. Likewise, the science 
'and technology of the hypothetical socialist future-no matter how altered- I' 
c:an only be based on all previous scientific and social development. There is~- \..... 
no '"bourgeois science~' to be replaced by "proletarian science.n 'Vhat a '""""' 
Marxist critique of science is directed a ainst is tht!'"""dasa.:.!l~in§Jdeo-spiritual rocesses of life. It is not the consciousness of men tha. t determines )" 'fu , 

~
I their. · ten , but, on_the contrary,_the~ .'stenc de~ermines the~ I NJ 

·~ conSCIOUSn . ''. ~¥-~""l.~·:C: '. <\ '-\,.,)1·<~~~5>1"-. LF 
; \ 1 ·\ Marx did , nee'? ll!!"self with th~ ~ialec~i o ariy o~er _a~e law • \ J 

logical interpretation and cl rmined" practibt utiliz-;rtion "Of science 0 
wherever and whenever it violates the needs and well-being of humanity. A'\.~' 

Although science strives toward some hypothetical ideal objecthrity, the v _ 

~()f. science is guided by other considerations. Like the utilization . / 
of other productive and human resources, it is subordinated to the require- / 
ments of class relations which turn the social production process into capital'/ 
formation. The utilization of science for prevailing profit and power · ·' l r 
maf not affect internal scientific objcctivt, ..l!.ut jt_~f'l'efts .!h!O. _irectio. of {. 
scientific development. Because there is n •• enel'' to science an ecause 1ts \ 1,. 
fields of exploration are ~. science can~eJo concentrate upon one \ 

;,. ./ . of ture beci · for htm nature fixed m lSOlauon from men-1s noth1ng for \ ; 
1 ~ ,\"'1 en."" He dealt with society as an "aggregate of the relations in which the 
...._-£'1:~ producers lh·e with reganl to nature and to themseh·~;-'-~h nature ~t 

- ,;;._ '~ exists independently of men, it exists actually for men Onl~~ it can l 
~{! / be sensed and compreh1:nded. The laboring process in tts vanous forms, 

'<) ~S!!)tjjjc la~ris the interaction and metabolism between men and I 
nature; it dominates, e..-,:ploits, and a~ nature, including the nature of man 
and society. ••Laws of nature .. relate otto uultimate reality .. but are descrip· 
tions of the bcha,·ior ami regularities o nature as perceived by men. Percep
tions change with the cru•nge of knowledge and with social development which 
affects the state of knowledgeS(onetp,of physical reality relate then not only 

" ~V (.;\, """" extensive <ririC,. n a£ Lenin•• scicntific~hilosophical ideas is to be found in 
'~""). ~ mul Philosoplly..J!1..·Kad.K91!:fob 1 ip•ig and Ullin as Philosoplur, by Anton ... ____ . ___ ... 

or another. The emphasis upon ~c_jit;.l~-a~partjc;~l.<rr_ dif-ec~ion 
,epe_nds-Ujfffilthe·needs-,··strueMe, and superstructure of. a-parucuhLr.soc1e ·~j , 
~re was, iq the~_~ixtc.~nth an~-s~~t~enth ·cen!!!ries,..kn. ob\·ious conn:ct" /.~:·.· 
·etween the c6.ncentrauon on astrono . world ara 0. • -

'There is an·· · onnecuon between the present Cf"Ph~is •m ... ;,tr:i~ ' 
physics and the current im erialist milita s ~l" ·' ~~ 

ar v ues, man is the measure of all things and science should be '1. 

science for men. As· socialism implies the further growth of the social forces of 
production, it also implies that of science. I ~to add to tho principle 
of scientific objectivity that of oc' · , res~nsibilitV And just as it rejects 

i'l'o-"'-• ' ( ~ 
' 

i>i:i;r.;;;...~-4S4~ii;;.<f.i;,' , ,;;.;:;.,; ;_;,,,;,-$i;:!'V.J~ !,e .. ; , ~0~~~-~ . -· - 1L5882 
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:;;;:;;~~:::lp::it:l:; I a·:cumulation, so it rejects "science for the -sake of science." 
• fet1s IStiC ttitude towards science, supposedly based on an innate human 

need to search or ultimate reality, is actually only another expression of the. 
lack of sociality in· class society·~. fierce competition among scientistS 
themselves. The irresponsibl~ and self-defeating disregard for 
hunianity on the. part of many SCientists today, who defend their work in the 
name of science e~m.tbo"sh it baa often no other but destmctive pu~, is 
l"""'ible only in a society that is able to subordinate science to the specific 
needs of ~ ruling t:lass. The humanization of science presupposes, however, 

· the humanization of society. Science and · development is thus a social 
problem. ~ ~ <01 ' ""'}, \ 

Cl>"(' I ,, I~ 

Materialism a11d Deter111inism. 1\ arxism, not being a theory of physical 
materialism and nc•t bound to Newton· determinism, is not affected by the 
new physics and microphysics. To be s re, Marx had no way .of rejecting and 
no desire to reject the physics of the n neteenth century. What distinguishod 
his histo_!jcal mateliatism f~ middl -class materialism was his rejection of 
the lamr's direct confrontation of in vidual man and external reality and its. 
inability to see society and social Ia or as an indivisible aspect of the whole 
of reality. What ur ited l\Iarxism · middle-class materialis•>• was the con
viction that there is an external w rid independent of men and that science I 
contributes to the :wowledge of lS 'ective reality. r:1N 

~__., While 1\farxists ~ccept th positivis emphasis on experience, they ~ ;y 
~ the notion that sensations are e so e source of experience-a notion which 

· led some people inJ:o the self-contradictory sterility of solipsism and others to 
idealism and the :ndirect justification of religious beliefs. Although sense 
perceptions are individuals' perceptions, men extended the range and am
plified the powers nf their senses in quality as well as quantity. Moreover the 

_,.,knowledge of an orderly external world on which we can act rationally is 
1 j; derived almost entirely from societv. The scraps disclosed in sense perceptions 
'.I" by themselveS would make no pattern but fit into the pattern whose outlines 

society has taught us. Indeed what we perceive with our sense organs is 
conditioned very largely by our education-by what our elders and fellows 

,have taught us to uotice .... 18 ;-.__., 

\~ncemodWiie~o ·..im~lies som~thing different f~o'? what it di~ a,\.\ 
lo~ea.~ 1 e o a'(.d m1ddle- s matenahsm befor~, '-.:;/ 

ii1Q " _ very stu . o n t , and for \l¥._ad. 
_ms were a men·:al artifice sUScept;Ji]e ·· 1:01 StiiS-perience, matter i~s 

nJw regarded as something uon-between'0 because .. matter as given bx; 
q/u senses appear.:. as a secondary enomcnon, created by the interactio 

·.,.- I ~f our sense oq:ans ~ess@ whose nature can be discovert · 
'-~· only indirectly, ·through theoreti interpretations of experimentally 

obseived. relatiomhips; in o er words. throu2h_a_ mental effort."11 
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the law of catuality. An~ He;senberg spc~tla es wbethe~ only a 
eonsequenee of the separation of obsen·c observed and is not applicable 
to the universe as a whc-le. 

However this may be, the problem can only be resolved, if at all, by further 
scientific work. While s>me scientists hold that behind the statistical laws of 
qu_anrum physics there are hidden, but discernable, ~eters obeying the 
laWll of classical physics, others thinkEt causality in ~pic phenomena 
is ittelf based ~n ro l"bility laws. I{ • r me, causality once ruled 
absolutely, now n .rules absolute y for others. a · m, which does not 
think in absolut , ccepts the state of physics for at it is, convinced that 

•. \ · like any other state pre.;ously it, too, is transitory and is not the final end of 
y p~ical knowledge. r(' .. -.. 

·. _.' . ..l!fewtonian mechanic> worked well on th~droscopiclmd human scale of 
phenomeno.. The know:.edge gained about-.;-~ through our sense 

i ?~d scientific ins:ruments did not perceptibly affect external reality itself. 
~~fhysics.howev•:r, the interaction between the observed and the observer 

affects observed 1: ~nomenon. Sense impressions and instruments imply 
the fer f ene . I photons which forms an integral part o_f_the be~ior 

.it2Dli~~-. o senation.!... T~~s_ i~escapable s1tllation, deplored 
by some as the cleliiiit~erline··to all unde_t:Staiiding·of·objectiv~t.,reality, 
induced ·others to statt· 'that sciotrcc stanels{!ie8 man and natur~n and 
though events in the world of natu~d_o not depend on our observations of 
them, ne~eless, "ifl science we · e ot dealing with nature itself but with 
the @Cii~ nature--that is, wi a re which has been thought through 
and described by man. •ou 

While this aspect of quantum physics is used, more often than not, as an 
axgument against philosophical materialism and as evidence in favor of 
idealism, in a way, ar!l. ditferently expressed, it rather suits Marxism quite 
well. \Vhat stands bil'wtm' men and nature also cOnnects men and nature. 
Marxism, for which-r..owledge of objective realitYTmplies the indivisible 
interrelationship between man, society and nature, does ..WU: bother with an 
"objective reality" ap•rt from that recognizable by men. If tlil:re should be no 

. , way towards "absolute," objectivity, that degree of objtctivity. attainable is the 
~ o~jective ~i~formen. The recognition that iiati.i-e and the naiiirdevealed 

through scence maj'iiitt be the same merely compels us to the largest possible 
degree of objectivity, •1uite apart from the question as to whether or not it ";11 
lead to an understanding of --·ultimate reality. u 

----~, 
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concede their appointed places to dynamical as well as to statistical laws in . t 
the whole system of physical theories.'"' Space, time, causality, derived from ,{ 
experience, remain dependable guides to most human acti\'ities. quJte in- t'! \ 
dependently of the over-riding or under-lying relativistic and atomistic theories Ill ~ 
of reality. It is quite certain that classical mechanics will "rem~in the in: V if 
strument best fitted to solve certain questions, questions which for us ar~ of\{ ~ · ·::! 
the, highest importance, since they relai:ito our scale of magnitude.',.. 1/i_< 

~othing is altered in this situation ·r h~deterministic interpretation of ~\ 
ciWical mechanics is also regarded a fal aq~For causality and determinism ' 
d~refer to nature in its totality~ to our interrelationship with nature 
through which we discover rules and ~egularities that allow us to expect-and 
thus to predict-natura] events with a degree of probability close to certainty. 

~~though the early ideal of absolutely certain knowledge of the external worla 7 
.tYanisbed in the very quest for scientifie--<>bj...,tivity, "natural laws" which 
allow for predictability retain their ~~alidity on thelhumarl scale of 
experience. And while the understanding of atomic processel. i_l!l(lliis pre>!>
ability an - ttstics, tile utthza!ton llf !Jii'-EiowJe.Ige~Ieads_to..Ji!i!ciictable 
actl\'lti · · aseaon-cause.:.and:effect ,relationship~\-I:iKev.iSe: uthCiiOU~ ·· 

l of 'e assica ·phySics prorule-arf~ pn·~_:rDUnd3iiOn~ .fdc the investigations of \, 
quantum physics, since we can carry out experiments in the atomic field tmty;·; 
with the aid of conce ts from classical physics.·~ ---~~~ 

Becaus i eterminism rules in quantum physics,-and-determination is out 
of the questiOn ueven in the simplest classical science, that of mechanics,n l\la.~ 
Born 1inds · "sim ly fantastic to apply the idea of determinism to historical 
events. n17 owe\·er historical materialism, in so far as it claims predictive 
powers, does not claim that these powers arc derived from, or are analogous to, 
natura] processes but that they are based on usocial laws" of de\·dopment 
fortified by the evidence of history. To reject "social determinism" it is 
necessary to demonstrate its impossibility in society and history"~ no! by analo~-
with physical processes. By doing the latter, Born does exactly-{{nlfiliC other 
way around-what pseudo-:\larxists were doing when they read ••social laws'" 
of development into nature. 1f one analogy is bad, so is the other. 

Society does not develop and function by chance but through human 
responses to definite nect!ssities. !\Ian must eat in order to lh·e, and if he must 
work in order to eat, the work itself leads to a regulated beha\·ior or~ his own 
part and in connection with his obeying of, and his struggle against, natural 
phenomena and their regularities. \Vhen men work in groups and societies, 
new necessities and new regulations arise out of the social labor proc~..-ss. \Vith 
the increase of productivity there develops social class relations and social 

;. 

Microphysics is one of many ~- endeavors and though it led to new 
concepts of physical r!ality, it did nOt ter the human situation in the macro
ocopic world. The duality "ben.· tistical and dynamicJa\£S is ultimately 
.ssoclated with th~i!Jjtj bctwq_n ~CriidlSm--arfd:mtCCO'cosnl} and this we I \ u M. Planck, A Sun:ey of Ph:yn"cal Th~ury, New York, 1960, p. 64. 
must regard as a fac: substantiated by expetim-ent. Wheth;;:-Satisfactory or (}"E. Borel, Space& ·Tim~, New York, 1960, p. 182. 

facts c:3nnot be i::reate11 by theorieS. and there is no alternative but to H uSee: M. Born, Yora~sUJgbark~it i" drr kla.uischen M~tchanik. Physikalische Bluter, 1959. 
. . . . ~~ . -

/ ~:,, • .(·,~;;,.~;:: ~~~ ~ ~ Pfood, p. II~ . . . . . . ·. . . . . .•... ·. _ . _ . . · -_ " Tb.Conctpl of Rtality in Fhy•ia, p. 320. 
," ', ,j > '' ,, , ', '' I .. , ............ ,--... ~-· ..... 
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of sciciety the· determination of human behavior by external necessity dimin-
isheS while ue determination by social arrangements increases. Determination 
is largely a social product; it is the social development itself which leads-with 
the recogniti>n of the material and social requirements of production and 
reproduction -to predictability. 

· a!" use of the soci~roduced character of social determination, Marx is 
ettti a determinist~ indeterminist in the usual sense of these terms. 

n his opinion history ts the product of human action, even while men are 
the products of history. Historical conditions determine the way man makes 
subsequent history, but these historical conditions are themselves the result 
oi human acdons ... The basic point of departure is never history, but man, 
his situation, and his responses. n9 

In known history stages of human and social existence are recognizable 
through chauging tools, forms of production, and social relationships that alter 
the producti•;ity of labor. Where social production stagnates, society stagnates; 
where the p::oductivity of labor develops slowly, social change is also tardy. 
But all pre,; ous development is the result of progress made in the sphere of 
production and it is only reasonable to expect that the future will also depend 
oniL · 

This indicates little with regard to the actual transformation from capitalism 
to socialism anticipated by l\tarx. It merely predicts that socialism is the next 
step in the development of the social forces of production, which includes 
science and sodal consciousness. Every class structure, according to l\'larx, 

l!!!!J.t. fosters ~ds the general development of social production. It 
fosters it in contrast to previously~existing social relations of production; it 
~ it by attempting to make .existin~ocial relations J!S[IDADent. Definite 
social class'i'Cilitlons are bound to definite levels of the expanding social forces 
of producti•>n-all the actual over-lapping of old and new forms of social 
relations and modes of production notwithstanding. In our time, it is the 
capital-labo' relationship, the basis of all social antagonisms, which fetters 
further social development. But such development requires the abolition of 
social antagonisms. And since only those able to base their expectations on a 
class-less scciety are likely to strive towards its realization, l\iarx saw in the 
working class and its needs a force of human emancipation. 

Although Marx was convinced of capitalism's inevitable end, he did not 
commit himself as to the time of its departure. This depended on the actual 
class struggle and was certain only on the assumption of a continuation of the 
previous ccurse of social development. Future events can only be based on 
present kniowledge and predictions are possible only on the assumption that 
the known.pattern of past development will also hold for the future. It may 
not; yet, all knowledge justifies some expectations and allows for actions which 
thi:msclves. ~II decide whether the expectations were justified or not. When 

~~~~~,:~~-~~·-~~: _71se Unity-Of ~-diul Pra&Du. Cambridge, 19S4.:p. 10._ 

I • 
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Marx spoke of the end of capitalism, he also thought of the elements of a new 
society already present and unfolding in the "womb of the old." Capitalism 
had no future because its transformation was already a!l observable pheno- • 
menon. As it developed, it enlarged all its contradictions so that its expansion 
was at the same time its decay when regarded from a re\·olutionary instead of 
from a conservative point of view. 

The Ideological War. While there is no connection b<•tween Marxism and 
physical determinism or indeterminism, there is also no real connection be
tween the cold war and the different concepts of physical reality in the East and 
the West. Indeed, what possible connection could there be between the indeter
minacy of nuclear physics and all the social problems that beset the world and 
give rise_ to its political mO\.-ements? These social struggh's were disturbing the 
world b.~(9Ie the rise of the new physics and they cannot be abated by either 

\f"science@ philosophy. Political relations between East and West will not 
improve simply because physicists abstain from ideologi:al interpretations of 
their work. This work, and its practical 2pplication, is ;:he same in the East 
and the West. \\'here there is disagreement, it does not matter, i.e., in specula
tions as to what the physical knowledge of the future may reveal. Some 
Eastern scientists do not bother to embroider their work \\ith philosophical 
interpretations; others try to fit it into the scheme of dialectical materialism 
so as not to violate the state-prescribed ideology in which they may also 
actually believe, just as \\'estern scientists accept almost generally the ruling 
ideologies of their own society. 

1J At any rate, reality is always stronger than ideology. as is demonstrated by 
the recurrent need to incorporate the new findings of science and the advance
ments of technology into the prevailing ideologies. Th1!re was a time when 
Russian dialectical materialists denounced Einstein's relativity theory as 
bourgeois obscurantism, only, and rather quickly, to come to celebrate it as 
still another manifestation of dialectical materialism. Space-time, wa,·e
mechanics, the structure of matter, in short, the whOle of modem physics has 
been turned into so many re,·elations of the d" · -~f nature and ·of its 
material substance. The princip~~ _-'complementa__titt,~: i.e., the abandone
ment of a conceptually unitaiy pictur~enomena, has been inter
preted as yet another example of dialectical de•·elopment by way of contra
diction and reconciHation, that is, as a struggle b'etween ·:hesis and anti-thesis, 
bringing forth the synthesis. 

As yet, howe\·er, the "synthesis" is only philosophicall~pated by 
dialectical materialists to satisfy the Leninist criterion of(absolut~objective 
truth. Some Eastern physicists (not all) simply claim th~henomena 
observed in microphysics with regard to both wave and particle are completely 
objective, whereas for some Western scientists (not all) they are in part 
subjective, because of the disturbing and altering interplay between obscr\"er 
and ·observed, and because wave has the character of a probability wave and 
is not regarded as an objective entity. Of course, the Russian physicists admit 

~~~:;;~~~~.:,_;::t:~~~;,_:~~;~-,~~~;i;j_i~s~~---- :· <:~~:51:-:~·-·_ ··>;~~~ --~~l~~-~-- ---· . ------ .... 158&6.) 
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ti~i>tilat; hi'~;~. ii will ~~ep.;....l>le'to:~lid. tlieir CUll :objeCtivitY 
'· bf'fiDCiiilg ..a,. ·.n~. means 10 disCourit the inftiience of the observer 
, iDs1ruiucDts. upon the observed micro-objects; The application of atomic 

cliOqy appears to them as proof of the objective character of atoniic pheno
lllelia. 

' For Western ph}:lic:ists, all that matters presently is quantum theory in its 
present -e and the problems 10 which it gives rise. This, of course, is also 
true for Rn"j: scientists. And it can at once be admitted that their search 
for ~ute '!jecti,-r.y, whether realizable or not, seems a better working
hypotliesis than the subjecthistic resignation to an assumed absolute limit to 
the understanding c.f objective reality on the part of some Western physicists. 
However, atomic eto~ has been applied on both sides of the "barricades"; '< 
th.e .pragmatic trutl> of atomic theory has been revealed quite aside from~-~ 
dialectical materialism and bourgeois idealism. 

Jlcca .. se Lenin insisted on the objectivity and universal validity of causality .::._ 
and because Leninism is the ruling ideology, it cannot very well be denied by ' 
Russian physicists. There is also no real need to do so, for according to 
c!Wectical mat~ism ca~ty does not exclude but implies chance. e 
in~ in q1.tantum ics aug reco · , · p med as due to 
e<pCiimental techniques and not to a fundamental law of nature. The dif
ferences bet•een tbe Eastern and Western physicists may then be summed up 
as ~n~o their work)nit~ditional expectations_ <in the 
pan of Eastern phystasts that ihetr work will com~ the assumptions 
of c!Wectical matelialism. 

These ISSWilptions, however, relate not to the victory of socialism over 
capitalism, but merely to the reestablishment of causality for the whole of 
nature and to the reac:ceptance of the concept of matter, in its present sense, 
as the sole basis <f all existing phenomena including the human mind. Of 
course, in a certain sense, such expectations may be regarded as an expression 
of a genetal optimSin associated \\ith the rise, success and expected triumph 
of bolshevism and its ideological concomitant, Leninism. Still, it is difficult to 
see how diaJecticll materialism in physics could determine the political 
decisions of peopl1: one ·way or another or could be regarded an instrument 
of class struggle. 

&
\ ,'\1 ':l Ideologies are weapons, but in the age of the atom bomb they are no longer z~ 
.V, ~{decisive or everi ve~m~eaeo_!!!., As little as the Western nations trust ~ 
. ·- (\ in the nra"ti.on;iity'• an4the .. nibr""'"ralness-* of their socio-economic relations, 

~
jus. t ... ·as littl. e.. do the .. Eastern "Manus.· ts" p.ut their trust in .th. e dialectical co.urse of history-not to speak of that in nature-as the means to final victory. Both 
oid.Srely, first of all, on their material might. It <an only be to the good, of 
eoUne,·.when· material might findS ideologieal support, for which reason 

. . , .IU~J~et?logi"ts iJ{i th camps find themselves in comfortable income 
· ·· ,, ~~'-~~~~;; ·.·· e5s • ?a! ra~g.ofthe m~inl: and power of ideOlogies 

·~ 
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ON TEACHING MARXIST EPISTEMOLOGY' 

BARROWS DUNHAM** 

Materialism is the view that exist~nce does not necessarily involve perceiving or being 
perceived. knowing or being kno"'n. Dialectio ~ che view tht:t the univene is a system 
of entities in process o£ change. th~ dyr.amic arising from the impact o£ th: parts on one 
another. The epistemology of Dialectical Mat~rialism (Mtrxism) j,: then:f'ore the view 
.that truth (i.e. the cornspondenc:e of a sentence with fact) can be: detemiined by the 
following rul~: "'Examine any all~ged state of affairs as related to and distinguished 
from a total environment, and you '\\ill know wheth~r or not the sentence alleging that 
state of affairs is true. •• 

No apecial Pedagogy is ~uired £or Marxist epi!.otemology: 'the only rule is the usual 
rule o£ honesty and candor which bids us teach e\-ety subject as that aubjo:ct actually is. 

The theory of knowledge aims at producing a_rule, and thereupon a method, 
by which we can distinguish true sentences from false ones. The theory arises 
because we are aware of mistakes, and is important because mistakes may be 
disasters. Marxist epistemology has the further interest that 1\Iarxism now 
defines the daily mode of life of about one billion people Up<•n <arth. 

I judge that in this paper I am to answer two questions: wlu1t would one be 
teaching if one taught the Marxist theory of knowledge, and how would one 
proceed if one were to teach that theory truly? Since we are :til philosophers 
and therefore·sensitive to language, it will be well to observe a a:rtain ambiguity 
in the verb "teach:' There is a sense of it which suggests no more than 
acquainting other people with information and "'-ith techniques: this is the 
sense in which you would teach Physics. There is another ~;ense, however, 
which suggests admcacy-as when you say that your mother taught you to be 
good. 

All advocacy relates to choice and has its impact directly upon human 
decision. The acquainting of people with information and techniques, though 
possibly related to choice, leaves the chooser rather more free to ponder the 
truth of the information and the validity of the techniques. It is a calm tenor 
of conduct, admirable in itself and much to the taste of philo:oophers. It may, 
however, effect a separation of theory from practice; and, in any event. it is 
not .strikingly present among people who are transforming an old· society into 
a new. "Phitosophers,n said l\larx in the most famous of his Theses on ' 
Feuerbach, "philosophers ha\·e interpreted the world in various ways; the 
point, however, is to clrange it."1 

This sentence, which declares the union of theory with practice, of know
ledge with achievement, of science with ethics, is the pulse of aU :Marxism. 
Knowledge is not knowledge only: it is also an object of conoorn. We need to 

*Received, Augu5t, 1961. 
** A paper d~li\'ered before the West~m Conference on the Teaching of Philosoph)·, St. Louis, 

Missouri, May 4, 1961. 
1 Thesis No. 11. Italics Marx's. 
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144 pages. 

That a scholarly anthology dealing ~~ith the work of I<arl 

Korsch could be published in Spain under present conditions of 

dictatorship is a politically significant evel\lt foreshado~Ting future 

explosive developments in the Iberian pennisula. In fact, it 
., 

immediately pointed out that there is no chance 1~hatsoever·· .. ·'~;';i:~~~ 
of this type to come out in Russia~nd even in the. , , 

;~·.':;B~~Lil~h··SI?e2~~mg world nothing comparable is availabl~~no~~ith
::~lt;!Lilcllin,g a certain revival of interest in Hegelian narxism in the 

., 
'.wake of the politicization resulting from Vietnam and the rise 

' '' ._ .. 

' of the N0\'1 Left in the 1960s. It indicates the existence in SPain 

o~>an ongoing process of theoretical preparation for the time .. . . - ·. 

{i'\i:':''.'lt~Ein ·Franco passes a~1ay, taking with him the remnants of an era 

rest of Europe, This may prevent the kind· ·. 

a totally unprepared ~ortugal by the 

.While there is no doubt that Spain and Portugal are on 

~;;;-.;:~c"'~:h=~=~~~l:! e! ,!'the b!!:th af!! n~-r !!VO~h." !t !~ ~1t~9'-~t.h~~--I,JI.'·~~~?~~~~ 
,.•wna·~:· the character of this new epoch 1till be, As postulated 

theories, outright fascism and Stalinism have. t :urnec!.l 

-..... -...... 
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1 
out to be historically transitional phenomena. For l'lost of the 

West after fiTorld ~7ar II, the transition culminated with the 

internalization and institutionalization of repressive mechanisms 

in advanced capitalism, and in the East, into a much cruder and 
1 . 

less efficient bureaucratic collectivism. Yet, the real question 

in the Iberian pennisula today is whether to become economically and 

politically integrated with the rest of t·lestern Europe, @ develop 

a new type of social organization along the lines roughly prefigured 

by council communists in the 1930s~ the Socialisrne ou Barbarie 

. ·group in the 1940s and 1950s. Nob1ithstanding the Portuguese 

military's flirtation with the communist Party, today there. is very 

··· · ~ittie chance in Spain and Portugal for the development of an 

Eastern European variety of ~~cratic···;:~~. The 

Portuguese Communist Party's frightening ideological backwardness 

. even vis-a-vis other ~iestern European Communist Parties, and the 

bankruptcy of the Russian statist model--periodically impressed 

,World conooiousness through the smashing of revolutionary 

such as in 1956 Hungary and 1968 Czechoslovakia--makes .. 

altogether uns~able as a real alternative 

'/i~l~olles1ce1nt.fascist state~ 
to the ... 

It is prec~ely this state of affairs that makes this book 

the more 4~~ant since it presents a lfarxist vision irra4uc:l.ble · 
-·:' '.1':.,:. 

i·,-~:oc:•·-••·. to· ~y of the institutionalized travesties in power in allegedly 
f.l';•c:··· •.. , ·. "". ·.·. ._,:_, .• ,,. ..• '.;:~ ,.:,:.;,;::--~rr. 

~c:::cl:i, if& i:r:tci:, lfaS one Of the firilt. 

seriously challenge the Bolshevik model from a rigorous 

~~~~:~•~ perspective while seeking a radical alternative to both 

;:~h• social-democratic as lfell as the S~liniat or bureaucratic 

I 

I 
' 
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collectivist model. His Anti-Kautsky and the~ Introductiofy.o / 

Marxism and Philosophy remain b1o of the most systematic and tho~qh-. ' 
going critiques of Kautsky (social democracy) and Lenin (Bolshevism). 

What was original in Kersch's critiques, which distinguished them 

fro~ all others and remains the kernel of his theoretical heritage, 

was that he did so ~lith the very same arguments and by showing 

both of them as representing opposite sides of a fundamentally 

similar bourgeois consciousness. By presenting the materialist 

conception of history as an objective science above class interests 

and divisions, Kautsky had not only distorted the revolutionary 

meaning of the dialectic and de-politicb:ed Marxism, but also 

it L~to a theoretical chain 

ideas and objectives of the 

and political 

"of the proletari-Mt !!!t:!:t!ggla .. 

bourgeois class.~ For Kersch 

that 

Once it is severed from 

subjects uho are to concretely objectify it as 

and it is pres~~ted as an objective and contemplative 

reflection of being, it automatically turns precisely into the kind 

of ideological mystification that its neutrality and objectivity 

sciught to avoid. The sa.-ne thinq happens '~ith the Lenin presented by 

Stalin and his fol owers who "universally transfer the dialectic _ 
~-~---·4-··----· -----

~~~~~~~~~~n~d~~H:is~t=o~ry~ and who present knowledge merely 
~-as a passive mirror and reflection of this objective Beinq in the 

subjective Consciousness. In so doinq they destroy both the dia.~l~ec,·::co··--,:,o:o. c":;;o • .,-,';;~ 

tical interrelation of being and consciousneaa and, as a necessary · · 

consequence, the dialectical interrelation of theory and practice• • 

This results in the "complete abandonment of l!arx •a dialectical 
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materialism and a retreat to a totally abstract opposition of pure 

theory, ,.,hich discovers truths, to pure practice, ~rhich applies 

' 

_.....,..-:-,laboriously discovered truths to reality.~ 
t·Tith Lukacs, Rorsch also identified ohjnctivism, in the guise f!l--i 

of commodity fetishism, as the "specific p~lem of our age, the~~ I· : 
age of modern capitalism. fiJ unlike LukacsWt:;;er, he did not ' j 

' 
pose the problem in terms of a tendential subject-object identity 

which, within the universalized fragmentation of bourgeois society, 

could be realized only by a party ~~hose primacy and substitutional 

c)la£acter was a necessary consequlilnce of the ~7hole-part dialectic. 

By regarding as theory that knowledge which concretely mediates 

a~ti~~y, r~ther than as an attribute of a ,fut~ all-encompassing'·' 
. . r' 

collective consciousness imparting the status of historical validity 

~ all of those previous consciously \mdertaken steps to''lard the 

final reconciliation (as in Lukacs), Korsch sought to place 

Marxism on a riqorou/sub;!ective/basis by tying it to the class 

st.r>..x~gle that it wa9iag ,.,hila at t·he same time expose all 

~ivi$ic:Jversions as theoretical :pitulation
7
s to bourgeois 

In this respect, l§Eardo Sub):g$~f the editor of the 

antbol()gy, is on the right track ~reducing this re-examination · . ' 

of the Korschian pJ:Oject as " e poetry, of the revolution of the n .. 
If· future which other t~e and space than the . J:· · •.. 
tl/. _s~_jectiv.e, anti no other t the oc~anic_passio~~- man> 

=:"-::-· !" to be---;;; the ~~~f histo-'--" •-( 91. In an histodcll.ljunctii:i:'i'""' "':"~; 
~ ~· 
full of possibilities such as the present Spanish context, it is 

crucial to demystify "the cursed history of the labor movement ~' · 

KJ:Onatadt to the 1937 Revolution." To the extent that "Korach's . .. I 
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work appears neqatively as the liquidation nf the previous false 

consciousness of the European labor movement," the critical reception 

of his work will constitute an unavoidable startinq point for 

•the reflection on the historical alternatives on radical emanci-

pation" (p. 12) • 

toJith the exception of a!!_ article 

roorsch himself, all of the rest of the 

by ~ and ttro texts by 

contributions to the antholoqy 

come from two issues of Politikon8 and rate among the best on the 

subject. Particularly relevant are the essays by J\ittickJ. Negt, and · 

Rusconi. Given the fact thst na.ttick l.ras one of Korsch's cl~st 
collaborators durinq the years in exile, it is understandable why 

he:ii;(1:he author of the opening essay, which tries to provide an 
overall account of Korsch •s \110rk. After retracinq the path of 

· ·Kors.ch's break with "orthodox" Marxism and '"ith Leninism, Mattick 

· ·lo"ates the traqedy of a thinker and militant who strotl.<llY believed 

that revolutionary "Marxism can exist only if united \dth .the ·revo

·lutionary movement of the '"orking people" (p. 15), while forced 

to 0 perate for the rest of his life outside of such a movement. 

Mattick can t.rrite t.rith first-hand knowledge on this theme, 

s:ince Korsch's predicament is €o his ~ Yet, a rather different·.· 

. starting point and a subsequent different conception of Mit.rxism · 

prevents Mattick from fully understan.Iinq the loqic of · the develop ... 

ment of Korsch's thought-;,.which both explains why one remained a 
. .. ... . . . . ... . . ... .... . . . . .._, .. ,,,,·c,.:.:.:,.: . .;:::,~~ 

. " Marxist ane'i'tile other one did not, and \·Thy f·1attick does not discuss·;. . . . 

·the iater Korsch. ln terms of the very logic of the Korschian . 

discourse,.ccuncil communism as Korsch formulated it, 

deteriorated to the level of an ideology ;fi§ii\j;;;;k0-·:a.:t:l'ti\i{~ir,q, 
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the Communist Party, and only the hope of eventually reconciling 

the theory of Linkscommunismus with the practice of the 1rorking 

class made the theoretical efforts of the council communists at all 

legitimate in Kersch's own vision. The persistence in analyzing 

the Stalinist phenomenon as a variant or state-capitalism and 

equivalent to fascisQ),revented the grounding of narxism in the 

Comintern-instrumentalized "world labor movement" and necessitated 

:(:~~~a_ new theoretical grounding of uarxism, @its abandonment. 

Of co~ser Korsch and the council communists regarded the Bolshevik 

phen~enon as transitory as social democracy, and to be swept 

_·: . . aside by ... t.'le. t-rorkins class after tha na-..:ly developed state-capitalism 

. would confront labor as a ~triggering class consciousness.· . . . 

·and the final confrontatio&.~tpnly after wtfii did Korsch gradually 

,come to relegate Marxism as the thought form of a bygone age l'lhen 

"the transition" began to appear much more permanent than expected. 

What is significant, hol-Tever, and has been missed by most critics, 

is that Korsch rejected ~!arxism by reinaining firm on the Ut 
· . tenet of his whole outlook, i.e., the analysil of 

~~~~;JMb ~~~~~~;g~~•His very analysis of the develop- ···· 

IDEtnt:s 'of Marx's own theory postulated a unity of forms of being 

and fo:r:ma of thought which remained his theoretical trademark. As 

_he put it in the very last page of his Karl Marx, reiterating a 
. . .. . .. . .. .. . . r---., . . . . .. . .. _:_ c .• ~ .. _:: ....... ··c· ·c· c·;; ;=:::::::;:;=; 

m&3or t:he81e ·of K:i:rXism and Pnilosophy1 · ~eiie{:ic presl!ntation 

would show with what precision and at the same time with what 

· wight every new phase of the real history of society, everynn~ · , 

experience of tile proletarian struggle, is reflected in each new· 

tu_:m of the. theoretical c!e\rolopment of Marx's doctrine ••• '1'0 be 

) ' 

i 
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/ 
~ ~~i~strumental to ~historical movement of our time is the great 

~purpose of f.farx.~ In other \~ords, genuine theory is such only 

in its instrumentality to the class struggle. It is precisely this 

argument which in the €ich theses~) led !{orsch .to altogether 

reject Marxism: "it is not" altogether meaningless to ask to t·lhat 

1 
,_,_j, 
~1 

I 
I 

I 

an extent the doctrine of f.farx a.'ld Engels is in the present epoch 

theoretically relevant and practically applicable ••• The first 

f step to be taken, in order to put together a revo~25:r_ theory -t-~ ... · ... ·· 
\,and practice, consists in brea!dng 11ith t'larxisrn. ""'if-t vr-; ( PJ: ~.' .. 

Whereas Korsch remained faithful to \_he logic of his thea

perspective, r4att;ick, ~1ho had never shared its fundamental 

and. @;Dever been an Hegelian Uarxi8t'0 did not find uit ·. 

at all difficult to remain unmoved \'lith an analysis t·lhose foundation. 

··has long since been washed away by the erosion of net1 historical 

events. It may very t·lell be true that, as he put it, "all of the 

capitalist contradictions remain intact and require an alternative 

the one offered by capitalism" (p. 43). 

~;::=::::;;::=:::/ erspective ends up missing all of the signifi- . 

leaving his account as a mere act of faith in 

a Rip van Winkle oroletariat to be a~Takened into action by the 
•· . ('"" ..__ 
· . eventual reassertion of the unsolvable capitalist crisis in the 

·~ale~ of the exhaustion of the Keynesian solution: 0£ .revolut.Lonary 

suffering awaiting the .world's population will go beyond·anyth:l;#cj --· - . . ·' ._._ ·r.:· 

·• .. ~us. far experienced and that it will eventually engulf even the· 

. privileged minority of workers in the industrially advanced . 

. countries who still think of themselves as immune from the con~~:~-·• .. ·····'""·•c 
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quences of their own activities, '~Thus, from the~ first 
; 4 

introductory essay to Council correspondence in 193~ to his 

Marx and Keynes, f1attick remains immersed in the classical 1-larxist 

perspective of the Communist r1anifesto \·7here ~iseration and class 

polarization function as the funda~ental determinants of the 

proletarian revolution: "The ruling class is the decision-making 

class; the other class, regardless of its inner differentiations, 

is at the mercy of these decisions, 1-Thich are made ~lith a view to 

the special needs of capital and determine the general conditions 

of society~ Of course, natticlt is ~1ell a'l'lare of the major 

social developments resulting from the shift from competitive, 

entrepreneurial capitalism to the monopoly stage, -but he does not 

thinl~ that they make much of a difference and, far from stabilizing : 

·the old contradictions, they intensify them: accordingly, today 

"the capitalist ~1orld is far more unstable, dis~, and . 

_disintegrated than it \-Tas, say, fifty years ago~he current mix 

of free and controlled market relations, instead of making for 

greater order, exclude both the auton~tic and 'cont~: n~~~~ 

· gration of both· the national and the world economy. , TflMi.;f 
< ((// no alienation, no culture, no administration of everyday life in 

-----·-----
- this account1 the economic dimension is the only one that matters, 

_ _ ___ •Korschhad also shared this pers:?ective_ ~7hereby. _·~.1a-~ 
social science is not sociology, Dut econom:~.cs-,"'='··:_c .o!::;;:cc~~;; 

isnd with Mattick had accepted a variant of the old theory of the ' . 

capitalist collapse. As Rusconi has pointed out, from the very 

beginning of the council period, "the scientific necessity of 

socialism results. from the impossibility of reconciling a CIIJP.J.1:<&~-~111'.>'; 
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economy and a socialist policy."~ Thus, the _":.P.::r;a~i~k::::e.::r_:::S::::o:!:z:.:i:::a:.:l:.:i:::s:::m:::u~s:_" 
that he put .forth in an article by the same titl conceived 

as a concrete alternative both to socialism as a pure science 

which sa\•7 capitalism as naturally giving \·tay to socialism (contra

posed in Second International thinkers such as the Austro-flarxists 

--particularly Hilferding--to Marxism as an ethical ideal~and 
that reformism ~Thich sought to carry out a socialist policy within 

a market economy. Unlike earlier versions of the theory of the 

crash such as Luxemburg's which saw it as a result of the exhaustion 

of areas in which capitalism could expand, or Bernstein's which 

~ saw it llS. a result of the natural development of capitalism~ t:J'<,U.•I/I'•;til 

. Korsch sa\'1 it as a result of the impossibili~y~f instituting a 

social policy within a capitalist economy.Ci!FJ{ihus, rather than 

:stressing objective factors such as economic la\'IS, Korsch focused 

·.· ..• on . the will and conscious human activity as bringing about that 

.. socialization which capitalism could not othen1ise institute on 

··11, long-term basis. Fascism, Stalinism, or state capitalism in. 

· .9-¥era·l, were seen as transitory capitalist solutions \'lhich could,· .. 

at bes-t, only postpone the socialist outcome. Unlike l·lattick, 

ho~~ve.r, Korsch posed this whole problematic~ an Hegelian .. 

framework \'lhich eventually f~~d him to abandon Marxism altogethef.• · ... ·, ''·•'·"'""· 

~~~""'·:::.cc_·;.·· .. : -~-As_ early as~. Kersch had posed the problem of revolution . · · 

:::~::i:~::::: :::.:: ~:::~ .. ~1~ •oai 
b\UIWlity. 4::;V~7ithin such a perspective, what justifies. and at '······"'' 

· ;;'tlie same time necessitates revolution is not just misery or 

'Gxploitation,or even insurmountable economic contradictions, 
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·' /~ 
the fact that Geist manifests itself as teleological human activity 

(praxis) and capitalism both requires the fulfillment of this 

spirituality because of its needs for functioning subjectivity 

to guarantee accumulation, l·lhile unable to accept the society of 

subjects that it prefigures because of its class character and 

the principle of domination ~1hose ~etention is the prir,~:a<l of 

the bourgeois state. Although, as has been pointed ou , rsch's 

whole problematic of socialization during the council period up 

l'lriting of Marxism and Philosophy, ,.,as posed "torithin a 

framework, it does no~ take much imagination to see how 

.......... co11:Lc! readily ~~n in an H~gelian Marxist direction. And such· 
.. ---··-·- --- .. - -__ ·- ' I - . -

. C\ development explains his posing of the question of epistemolilgy · 

in the way that he did. 

~ithin Hegelian t!arxism';'' knowledge tends tO\'Iard collective 

self~consciousness in the classless society in the form of a subject: .. · 

'object identity where all concrete social individuals t'lho are 

such precisely because they are all subjects who produce and, 

(lonsequently, share common interests, collectively determine the 

dynamics of a social whole in ,.,hich, for the first time, freedom 

canbe_automatically translated into necessity. In a class soci~ty 
how~er, kno~rledge becomes specified as class-consciousness, and. 

expre~s particular class interests in universal disguises •. 

iii~toriciai''V'iiifdity of the proJ.e1:arian periOJil'o.;;ti:;;v · i:: :::::•.:.~•.:.:~·.~,,.:;,·;;:;;~; 
. . . . 

a. res.ult of its ob~ective goal of genuine universality 

abolition of classes altogether and, consequently, the retal.izat:ion::[;~t 

of a society of subjects. ~7ithin specific contexts of 

this problematic takes on the guises of h0\'1 the transition i~ 
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be carried out (organization) and of 'that mediations (consciousness) 
I 

to develop in a situation of rapidly declining bourgeois domination. 

Strangely enough, however, as Ceppa has pointed out, in Korsch--either 

during the council period or in American exile--there is no theory 

of ideology or of organization, ~rhich is a result of his particular 

unders~anding of the dialectic~~;eas other council communists

turned-Hegelian-Marxists such as Lukacs and Gramsci developed highly 

I 

expres.sions of given socio-historical situations and to collapse . ' .. 

th~ .~~~~lem of organization into the always a:i.r~ady given cl(!f!S 

struggle. autolilatically generated by the capitalist organization·. 

of··labOr • "the confusion bet1reen the abstract:.;.; 

. real level of the logical-cognitive moment and the empirical 

of genetic detel:minations--i.e., the lack of a distinction 
---....:....:.;~ 

'the synthetic-dialectical moment of exposition (D rstellun 

and. the analytic moment of eJIIpirical research (Forschunqsweise) ,..,- .·• . 

·. b;r~n~s about in Korsch the collapsing of the dialectical probl'emat~,:, 
:'o:f historical 'constitution' into the positivist problematic of 

·. •enipi:dcal' specification, with the result of reaching--through 

...... ;~' : . . . ..... ,; .. .,.,, 

Kurt Lewin--a kind of paradoxical alliance between Hegel and 
~ ·:.-.'~:_:_._;· .... ' 

•mv;av ..• W:l~tgenst;~, .,@ . . . . . 

Although from as early as@ Kors~h unqualifiedly -defe~d~, 
the· diale'ctic from people such as Thalheimer who "hold that . . .. , · ... · 

, ' CJ1lest:ion of 'scientific • method has been resolved once and for 

· · ~brOugh t:l'ie empir'ical method of the natural sciences and the,.·· 

' . 

I 
' I 
l 

I 
i 
I 

·i 
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corresponding historical-positive method of the social sciences," 

by pointing out how thi~thod ;a 'ltbe: specific~ bourgeois method 
2a (\"v'' \I~ '"'"' c;;;;c -

of scientific research 11 his o~m elaborat:loD:-1 did not succeed in 

working out a radical alternative. His claim that "only an idealist 

dialectician could attempt to free the totality of the forms of 

thought (determinations, categories) --which t·re partly apply · 

consciously in praxis, in science and in philosophy, but which also 

penetrate our spirit in an unconscious and instinctive t'lay--from 

the object of intuition, imagination and deaire in which they are --
usually embroiled, in order if they were a 

historicized the dialectic. It 

--allowed n~-fre J:ay whatsoever bett~een forms of thought and forms'''-· 

of bein~ In the dialectic between universal and particular, 

the forme can only manifest itself through the latter without, 

however, being thereby reduced to it. The defense of the autonomy 

of theory,·@ of the irreducibility of the universal to the 

cular which became the leitmotif of Adorno's crusade against 

identity theory,®is t~e very~ndit~or the kind of 

· toric'al specification of theory which Korsch sought to carry ~7/ . . / 

.out. Historical specification is possible only within a 

~istorical framework tfhich, ~ze"t·or, does not 

in-aiiy transcendental dimension, but lives and'breathes 

to concretely,wecify their praxis. This Gramscian 
31 

~absolute historicism' neither Rhuns practice, thus becoming, 

-as in Adorno, a monumental justification for its ~rn political_ 

· '\ ;llnPo~ __ nor does it collapse into an equally impotent 

I 
I 

. .I --·r 
I. 

I 
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pragmatism as in Korsch, but attempts to locate objective historical 

possibilit~and thus intervene in the historical process. 

Identity theory is the cancer that consumes ICorsch' s dialectic: 

the lack of any theoretical preventive medicine such as a critical 

perspective on science, leads him to a strange and eventually emba

rassing interpretation which resulted in the l'lholesale dumping of 

the Marxist perspective. As early as 1920 he had put forth a very 

pragmatic account of science. He t7rote: "science anticipates the 

social reality which is about to assert itself, and precisely through 

this intellectual anticipation of the future, it poses one of the 

conditions for the creative over~ing f~om the old to the new fOrms 

of individual and socia;L being.'~ Exactly the same argument applies.", 

. t~A~e')nate~iai.ist dialectic l~hich he sees as •an immanent and i::e:ii,l 

''!\<':"'•'•' .· .. cci:;;onent of revolutionary proletarian praxis.@ uarxism and t~ 
·.:dialectic are _not ground in praxis but, like science, in determinate 

·,historical conditions. ~lhen the mediation fails to mediate, Kersch 
~ '', - - . 

has to give it up. IIis inability or un~1illingness to to recognize. 

any .theoretical autonomy to the dialectic has the dialectical conse:.. 

quence of preventing Kersch from actually determining historical 

specif:l,city, and his Marxism thereby takes a metaphysical turn. 

Notwithstanding the fact that nattick remained an ort!lodox 

r<lllrxist and Korsch did not, both shared an interpretation of Marxist· ··· 

theory which, as oskar Negt put it in l1hat is probably the 
( 

~~~:;'~~·"I!.~Y.J~ i;!lE!_,antho~ogy being reviewed, ended up being •a mo•nUimeJil~~l 

.,transcendental philosophy whose fUlldamental categories do 
. - _·;:'.- .:-_-:· . . 

.. -···, .·. 

':. ,:. C~• 103) ; The absence' of a theory of science and of the 

.. of. constitution (which, in many respects, amounts to the SaJilE!, th:i~\J) 

I 
I 

I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
' I 
' 

. -l 
' j 

I 
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eventually led Korsch to present historical materialism as "an 

empirical and scientific method with ~~hich to penetrate the 

'eidola' standing in the ~1ay of unbiased research, and to deter

mine· 'with the precision of natural science' t."te real subject 

matter hidden behind the interminable confusion of 'ideological' 
36 

disguises.• · Its claims, therefore, could be empirically 

verified as in any other science. It is no 1·1onder that Korsch 

in his later years earned himself a reputation as a positivist. 

unambig:uously all science and knowledge 

the old Lukacs \fho in an .'"'''':.;.;::S!"~~~ 
, ,· ' .·. ' . :. • . ·.. way ~e dubious Stalinist 

... · ,~frastruc~ Korsch never resolved the problem of science 

· ·.:'.,.':Citiief than,· as· already indicated, by postulating a unity of .. - .; .-_.' .. - . . 

:the<)ey and practice, and his ~1ork contains no critique of 

. _:;;cience, 
··.:··.·::.·: .. 
.. ' .... .It is precisely this postulation of the tendential unity 

: of' th~ory and practice which had given rise in Marxism and •. :"-:_. -.. ·- ,: ·, ~-'·' . 

• . :.PMiosophy to the periodization of Marxism and provided Koraoh 

-~~~:-~ ke~ to interpreting the misadventures· of ~larxism from 

1848 to the .1920s. According to such a periodization, I4arxism .. ·.:. ;:; __ ::·\:._·,:<:- ::_· .. 

reached·a high .theoretical level in the works of Marx and ·- . · .. 

·;r,~V'.c~l,'\llti·cn~lry wave which ended in 1850. After that, the 

!)•shreen tlarx 's and Engels' rapidly developing theory and the 

aw~ll~g of the workers' movement resulted in a broadening of ' 

the base but with a 10\~er· theoretical level-German aoaial 
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r democracy·, 
39 

Only in the third stage, through the political 

maturation of the working class and the development of revo

lutionary situations was it possible for r~rxist theory to 

' , 

become once again concrete mediation. Nhereas during the pre-1926 

period Kersch stressed the primacy of theory over political 

practice (teninism) which explains the degeneration of the second 

International in terms of lack of correct political theory, after 

his break with the party, presumably through the influence of 

the council communists with whom he worked closely, theoretical 

shortcomings came to be explained in terms of the immaturity 

. of objective conditions. As Ceppa has put it, after his break 

the • pa.rty, !!the pOlemics against Kautsky and against Lenin. 

a;e:never 'genuine' polemics, but rather the rigorous demonstration ' ·_,-·,· .. :,··I . 

c,·~· ttl~· historical necessity of their· ideological limitations. n 40 

- And>~ven when Kersch began to question some of l-larx's v.i.ews, :.:· .· . 
. . :these shortcomings l'lE!re explained as "unavoidable under the cireum

which l!<Iarli:'s materialist social research arose. n 4l. · 

as· already indicated, Kersch had no meaningful 

c):f :idealogy. 42 This led him to drat1 too close a relationship .... ' . . 

as Negt: ppints out, "in spite of his intention, elemen_ts ()f __ t;_he 
<: 

theoryof reflection" reappeared in his analysis (p, 99). 

"verification," "laws," etc., became part of his vocabulary, .· ,_ .. ' .· ' 

wn, .. .~. ... : his :outlook did not really undergo much of a change, 

*"c·'"'·"·'·""-''~'~'TJie'eventual rejection of Marxism came about lfhen it b~~iij~'i-:':;;7'zrJ 
cl~~r·to him that the class struggle could no longer be ad•eqlmt:elyJJ • -. ~ j.. ' . . 

:mediated by a !tarxism too inextricably rooted in a 19th century ., . 
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social context. l~attick, 1~ho had never been an Hegelian and, 

therefore, did not have Kersch's theoretical comrnittment to the 

unity of social being and social thought, had no problem in 

remaining a Harxist. The explanation of Kersch's political tragedy, 

however, is not to be sought, as has become customary,
43 

under 

the unconscious influence of official party interpretations, in his 
' 

"isolation from the ~rorl~ers' movement,~ in 

c:itique of objectivism ~lhich, as Negt has put 

his inadequate 

it, led him to 

insist on "the restoration of the practice-revolutionary content 

of the authentic philosophy of l·tarxism through the program of 

history" (p. 

·Tllusrin spite of himself, Kersch ends up uncritically carrying 

· .. · .. oi,lt a mechanical transposition of theoretical mediations onto 

·-the leval of metaphysics which, in restoring the original character 

· ,:of.Ma~ist theory, also remained an expression of its original 
'· ·,.,.' ,, ·. •' .'·' 

. context:, thus trapping Kersch within a perspective which, under·· 

the new conditions of advanced capitalism, had very little 

chancy£ being politically viable. 

. 4V:'~11o~rinq Krahl, 1~ho .against Habermas' trivialization of · 

·.:.praxis into instrumental and syrpbolic interaction, vindicated th~ .. 

. ,'·phenomenological problematic of constitution, 44 Negt sh01~s h01·1 

Koz:sch fell victim to objectivism by restricting himself within 

... the dimension of the "already constituted," thus losing the. l_l·l .~l.1;~~~;~?%~1~ 

;;,-;;.;:;;:-.o:::.·;c..~;;t::-:.:i:it:of. !!erx .~!!~ Engels..,-:and eve11 ,()f l(ant' s philosophy (PJ.'• .. . . .. · .. _. .... .. .. --·-·-=-:.c-~:::-,e::-._ ~:.;¢. 

·.lOll. This is why economics becomes the only viable Marxist _,:. 

~ciology and "his theory breaks up in two parts which in 

·;·': 

' I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

.••. 1 

' ' 
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1~ork co-existed 1'1ith unequal importance." Thus, "on the one 

i.. hand elements of contemplative materialism come to the fore in 

relation to the particular empirical sciences, 11hile on the other, 

and in contraposition to it, 1-larxist theor<.t is converted in the 

theory of class struggle" (p. 101). 46 The reification of historical 

materialism into a foDnal method de-historicizes its structure 

and forces the content to be dealt 1~i~~ as preconstituted and 

as already given. This is why !<orsch "obstructs the road that 

could have led him to a lively development of I~arxist theory" (p. 103), 

and, not11ithstanding the fact that he has been classified as a 

·"fanatic. of historical specification," Negt concludes that. in 

there is not even one "specific and material analysis 

C::~UiE!d out under the sign of his theoretical vindication" (p. -104) ~ .'' ·· .·_,•,·;::;';;;c;;t; 
;-.:. 

These.theoretical shortcomings translate into major political 

. ··.' .:;~r~blems l'lhen in the 1930s Kersch sought to provide an analysis of : - .-: ' . - . ' . . . 

· ·new socio-economic developments and devise a political strategy . . ' . ' - . 

• ~;-·:,·.:,,,.0·, ._'adequate to them. Thus, the realization of the bourgeois character 

· ·~_f I:Joth social-democracy arid Bolshevism, combined ~~ith :the at,tempted 

tliematization of the capitalist overcoming of i.ts laissez-faire 

or competitive phase46 led him and other council communists to 

f~rmulate-the thesis of state capitalism and 
.. · .. ·' ··... . 47 
the .imminent fascistization of the v1orld. 

to eventually foresE!t! ~' 

But these changes iri> .. 
•.1 .• ·:socio;,.economio content do not find a corr~~ponding change in the ., 

·- .. -. 
--tlonarydirection. Far from re-examining tl~ base-superstructure ··: 

distinction ·. along lines such as, e.g,, critical theory, where 

from entrepreneurial to monc;~poly capitalism finds its 
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expression in the collapse of base and superstructure and the sub-

sequent thematization of the integrational function of the culture 

industry48 or of the internalization of capitalist mechanisms 

within the very structure of personality, 49 r<orsch remain3 firm 

within the reified version of a f-larxism rooted in entrepreneurial 

capitalism. As a result, his penetrating insights into social 

developments in the 1930s lead him to predict tl1e political re

composition of the working class and the coming of the final revo

lutionary confrontations. 50 ~!hen subsequent developnents falsified 

'.·such a prediction, Korsch still refused to undertake a theoretical 

of ~larxisrn and chose to abandon it altogether. 

is primarily negative and, 

its function 1qi·thin tile present Spanish context is 

~o.prevent a repetition of the errors of the past. 

"Ma:rliism must be groi.mded in praxis, but at the same time it must '"""•'!';(; i . : .... ' . . . . . 

"ntit•llei.dentified as a mere pragmatic mediation nor reduced to 

... "·.· 

. 1 

' ! 
I 

·I 

I 

•-'·••·i·~··~ .. •··• ~resSion of socio-historical conditions. After the 1930s and'::.: ..... ,.,..,," 

fascism, Stalinism or, more generally, the more 

forllls of totally administered society, the 'I'Torking class 

•been systematically prevented from fulfilling the role 

. ~~i.igned to it by Hegelian !1arxiots. The politicization of. 

·economics and its instrumentalization to guarantee the class 

· . 'c(;ilnpromise character of the whole post-tlt!II period makes the ., . '.-n ·.·.... ·: 

the bureaucratized travesties of the Second and Third 

'· Int:emationals unable any longer to pretend to ground itself in· .. 
··: . 

p~letaria~ as ito coll~ctive. subject. It is not a1matter of 
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whether, but of how to retreat to the bourgeois individual. In 

this respect, the fate of Korsch, Lukacs, Gramsci and the Franltfurt 

School is indicative of the various options. l~ith the exception 

of Lukacs, who opted very early for the bureaucratic solution 

rather than the return to the bourgeois individual, and Gramsci, 

who did not live to confront the consequences of the failures of 

his brand of Harxism, l<orsch and Adorno provide typical cases. 

Neither of the two succeeded in providing satisfactory solutions 

to the main problem. Kersch's retreat went through American 

science whose character completely baffled him, 51 

.. ~bile Adorno went baclt to the pre-NWI model--precisely the one that 

· · Lukacs had manage~ to reject by moving first to Hegelianism and 

t:O Marxism in the immediate pre-1920 period.. ~lone of these 

are sa tis factory. 

has to be made, howevor, then it may well be 

derisively called the lae~ bourgeois 

time in t1hich he still hung onto the .... ~, ief 

'1:::5;':.;:\: "' •.n·'"'''" 'possibility of a radical transformation before the coming 

·' ... of. the t'IWII holocaust. The return to the phenomenological proble-

·. ·\,•atici is the .only salv~tion for Hegelian Uarxism. t•lithin it the 

. communist ideal of a society of free subjects does riot take on 

the character of an unattainable Kantian ideal as in Adorno, but 
. ' 

, pan be grounded, through absolute historicism, in a long-range 

project. In a context within which t~aqe-labor is 
----- -·-· ~ . " -- : . . ·- . ·. . . 

~!f'~t:'~ij:;~if.:L~~-l·l ·[·,] -~y' ·prevented from ever becoming praxis and thus makini;J 

· impossible for. the "class in itself" to become the "class for· 

·.itself," praxis itself becomes anarchist and, more than ever, 

'i 
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transcends these class lines which have long since ceased to 

make much of a difference in terms of revolutionary consciousness. 

What this means in terms of the practical problem of societies 

such as Spain in the process of undergoing a major transition, 

is that the old third-internationalist l-larxist rhetoric can 

only be an obstacle to political and social emancipation: meaningful 

solutions will have to be sought else\·lhere. As in the case of the 

council phenomenon 11hich is the real historical experience giving 

rise to the Hegelian tlarxisrn of the 1920s, the new theoretical 

perspective ~lill have to come from the nel'l experiences of the 

t:r:ai:11311:1cm period by._settling the account with the theoretical 

!¥~;~,.J~~~c:· .~of ,:r~, p.~s~,. thus preventing "the tradition of aU the 

..• (iead g'enerations" from ~1eighing "like a nightmare on the brain 

·•of. the Uvi~g.n53~ le-~· 
Precisely because of their therapeutic theoretical'function, 

b6oks such as Karl Korsch o el Nacirnento de una ~Tueva Epoca are 

a_ welcome sight--especially given their place of public .. ti.on •. 

·_.Of course, the cJ:loice of the essays could have been better: 

· But:krniller's polemic against Negt adds very little to the under"" 

:'standing_ o~ either Korsch or the present theoretical and revolu-
~;::;:~,·,.:C:': ............ " .... . 

· .'tionary tasks,· while Rusconi's attempted comparison of Korsch, 

: Grarnsci and Bordiga does not go much beyond showing that differences · 

'of .perspectives within the Linkscornrnunismus opposition.~ which . 

~~i~~F,"o~;·.i~~-~-~-;· ~~~-~rt~~t ~I -~tni~~d.i~~cy:· p~'f~~~iit'i~s· tsiic!l(8~s'~tte5~b!f;i'tid' o"7;~'t';:7~~1 

could ccme together in an effective canrnon actd.on~· (p'. :a • 
,,;~re~umably written much earlier while he t'las still under•the 

, _, ... 

rotating a_round Quaderni ·Placentin'i and ·. 
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Rivista Storica del Socialismo, Rusconi fails to investigate the 

fulrwealth of the left opposition--something that remains yet to 

. be done~ Yet, the choice of I<orsch' s "Crisis of Harxism" 
55 

(1931), and "The Young Uarx as an Activist Philosopher" (1934) 

shcn-rs excellent judgment, '~hich the editor will hopefully exercise 

again in other similarly useful anthologies. 

HOTES 

1. Of course, one of the reasons 11hy such. an anthology could 
be. published in Spain but not in Russia may be the violent anti
Bolshevik character of most of the essays--and Kersch's work as 
well. Yet, if one recalls that in Spain the most powerful radical 

~~;:.~;"-:~·· ·~:~~ ... ~:.~~:mt~:j./p.3~;;=.a~on~~r=~~~~e~I:io~~t i:l~e v=~~~!~a~I.~~n~~~~~~ .•.... c ..• : .. ~·'·;··;·~(~~~~ 
· ,'anthology appears~ all the more politically explosive •. The publ:lsher:, 

· may have 'printed it as a result of lingering pre-Franco political 
sympathies, While the censors may have approved it because of its· 

.•. · ge!leral anti-Bolshevik thrust.· 

. .. 2. EVen the republication of Gthe issues of Council 
Correspondence, Living Marxism, an~ Essays by Greenwood . 
Publishliig Co. (Westport. Conn., 1971), has r~ined practically 
unnoticed although there are many points .of contact between the 
Marxism· of Ne11 Le : d--eouncft-Coltauunil!lm. Stanley . 

: 0'/~tonol'litz, -'1'7 g ·communis • · o Lenin, in Dick . 
'f Howard and Karl Klare, e s., The Hidden Dimension: Ew:opean Marxism 

·• .· · since L'enin (New York, 1971) • · .· · 

·. _·, ~-Thus, if worse comes to worst, Spain and Portugal 'dll 
:•, proc~tato disastrous civil ~rar before accepting bureaucratic 
,·collectiViSm. This time the 'i'7ar.sa~r Pact troops 1-Till be too far 
al-Tay tO :i:eadilJI: "legitimate" any Ka~ or Husak type of regimes 
in Spain or Portugal. 

, · 4 •. Karl Korsch, ei~~~~~n~~~~~~~ir]r;~ . __ !!!!,.d anderll! Schriften, *i=ic;~ 5: 
~~:~c: ;, ...... ·--.. ~--- ....... ~ .. 5:~;:.::~~-0:::';2# 

5. Karl Korsch 
1970), p. 

· Orthodoxy 1 
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he cites them. Yat, his vie1~point closely associating forms of 
being and forms of thought . led' ·him to interpret this return to 
Hegel as an intellectu!(~ulfillment of the bo~geoi3 character of 
the Russian Revolution: "Thus the whole circl"e not only of 
.bourgeois materialist! ought but of all bourgeois philosophical 
thought from Halbach to Hegel 1·1as actually repeated by the Russian /t(t/t1'fe-
dominated phase of the Uarxist movement, ~rhich passed from the 
adoption of 18th century and Feuerbachian materialism by-Plekhanov 
and Lenin in the pre""'·rar period t~Lenin' s appreciation of the 
'intelligent idealism' of Hegel .lHfd other bourgeois philosophers 
of the 19th century as against the 'u~elligent mate~ialism' of 
the earlier 18th century philosophers.~ cf. Karl Korsch {under 

· pseudonym l.~Lenin 's Philosophy," in Livin'i! Marxism, vol. IV, 
~~ • 5 (November, 93 , D· 141. Apparently, both with the passage 
' of time as well as s better acquaintance with Lenin's texts, 

Ko h's evaluation of Lenin improved considerably. Thus, in ~ 
when he published "A Non-Dogmatic 

ach to . he included passag s 
of a objectivism 
which of Marxism as grounded on a particular 
class what Korscli himself had never tired of 

I 
I 
r 
1 .. 

I 

arguing, instance, against Rudas and the .Russian Marxists. _ _ _-,"-'~~--"'""'!·:'.~ 
;:;-:~·.:.o:-c:cc"'.- .: SGa Karl -Kersch, ·"t'ihy -I am·-a Marxist,:: in Modern Quarterly, vol. -Ix;---·: 

no. 2 (April, 1935), pp. 88-95. 
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Korsch, Karl Marx (Ne~>7 Yorlt, 1%3), p. 235. 

12. Karl Korsch, "Dix Theses sur le ~tarxisme aujourd 'hui," 
.. in. the appendix to the French translation of lmrxisrne et Philosophie 

· ... (}?a,ris,. 1964), pp. 185-197. 

' .. · · 13. Mattick, Harx and Keynes, op.cit., p. 336. Cf. the very 
· same passage in his critJ.que ol llarcuse (!Tar York, 1972), p. 105. 

14. "What Is Communism?" in Council Correspondence, no. 1 
·(october, 1934) • 

. ~-··. 15. Mattick, Uarx ~nd-'I<eynes, op.cit., p. 339; critique of 
· Marcuse, op.cit., p. 96. 

16. Critique of lmrcuse, p. 84. 

17. i<o:rsch, I<arl 11arx, op. cit., p. 234. 

18. Gian Enrico Rusconi, "La Problematica dei Consigli in 
Oi!'.t:"""·-~:;n:·l~Korsch," in Annali Fe1trinelli, vo1. 15 (llilan, 1974), P• 1 

. ' 19. ICarl Korsch, "Pratiker Sozialismu:J," in Die Tat, vol. 
no •. 10 (1920). 

20. Throughout his life Korsch attacked such a view. Cf. 
Karl Korsch, "Wh~run a l•Iarxist," op.cit. 

-~For an ex !,lent analysis of these problems, see Lucio · 
Colle~ "The Theo :di the crash," Telos 13 (Fall, 1972), PP• 
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;.<) 
i~~ It is interesting that, almost half a century later, the 

same i argument reappears in a 1'1ell;..l:no1m essay by Wolfgang i1tlller 
and Ghristel Neustiss, "Die Sozialstaatsillusion und die l:'iderspruch 
von Lohnarbeit und Kapital," in Probleme des raassenkamp~s, 
Sonderheft l (June, 1971), pp. 71-98 (English translation ~Till be 
forthcoming in Telos 25, Fall 1975)1 to point out the limitations 
of state interventJ.on, and, therefore, vindicate the old theory of 
the cxash. For a critical evaluation, see Jtlrgen Habermas, · 
Legitimation Crisis, trans. Tom llcCarthy (Boston, 1975), pp. 50-60. 

23. Cf. Antonio Gramsci, Prison Notebooks, trans. Quintin 
Hoare and Geoffrey NoHell-Smith (London, 1971), p. 242. 

24. See Karl !{orsch, "Die Politik im neueren Deutschland, 11 

Der Geist der neuen Volksgemeinschaft (Berlin, 1919), pp. 63-71. 
Kersch writes: "socialization o~ the economy and socialization of 
education are only two faces of the same process of transition from 
a private to a communal socialist economy. This transition is 
not important only and primarily for questions of production and 

.. consumption of material goods, but it is a cultural and spiritual 
.. ··question of immense import. 11 

· 25 •. Cf. Rusconi, "La Problematica dei Consigli in Karl 

~{')';·c;•, !~:~~~~~:k ~~i~f~~ 'df;~~~~~ ~~d o~~~a:!g!~;iant!l!~~, a:~~~t~;c~~~~= 
revif!t~ed, p. 117. 

, ·. 26, Leonardo Ceppa, "La Concezione del Harxisl!lo in Karl 
:•:;.:·· Kersch," Annali Feltrinelli, vol. XV (!!ilan, 1974), p. 1250 • .. : ·~, . 

·,. . . .. ...-~ :::· ~o::c~:4 :~eber materialistische Dialektik," originally ·:. ,: 

publi~ in~'~;;=~~~f::r~v·~oili.;~~vii, nos. 10-11 (June 2, 1924), .pp~i.376;..379, in all German editions of 
reasons neither clear nor justifiable 

omitted from the English translation 

29. Ibid, 

· . r::;\, Interestingly enough, l'lhen Adorno ~Tanted "to exemplify 
· iden~~ theory in Uarxist theory, he specifically mentioned Kersch 

. and ... Diamat! Cf. Theodor vT. Adorno, Negative Dialektik (Frankfurt 
.... alii Main, l966b p. 144. . . 

:;;.:;:::.;;.:;;~·;,: ..... _., - ...... . 

Cf. Gramsci, Prison Notebooks, op.cit., p. 465. 

Cf. Theodor W. Adorno, 11!larginalien zu Theorie und Praxis " 
rte: I<ritische Madelle 2 (Franltfurt am Main, 1970), pp. · "'"'"~•··' 
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\ ,. . . 
. 'E.J In many respects, this is precisely ~rhat LuJ.:acs also 

attempted to do. For reasons l~hich I have elaborated else1·rhere, ' 
however, Lukacs ended up recuperating the uhole Leninist proble
matic ~Tithin the Hegelian r1arxist model, 1·1hereas Gramsci ltas ·.\ 

le to avoid such an outcome •.. Cf. my "Dialectic and Mat!!.riali.Sm 
Lukacs," Telos 11 (Spring, 1972), pp; ios:..f33T·a:n:d· "tntroduction" 
Antonio Gramsci, History, Philosophy and culture in the Young 

Gr.amsci (St. Louis, 1975). 

34. Karl I<orsch, "Grunds&tzliches !lber Sozialisierung," in 
Schriften zur Sozialisierung (Frankfurt am !lain, 1969), p. 73. 

35. I<orsch, "Ueber materialistische Dialektik," op.cit., p. 379. 

36. Korsch, Karl llarx, op. cit., pp. 230-231. 

37. Gramsci, Prison Notebooks, op.cit., p. 468. 

38. Cf. "Preface to the Ne1·1 Edition ( 1967) , " in History and 
Class Consciousness, op.cit. 't 

39. Kersch, rmrxism and Philosophy, op.cit., pp. 56-58 • 
.. 

. . . . . ~0. Leonardo Ceppa, "La Concezione del flarxismo in Karl 
· Rorsch;" op.cit., p. 1250. 

41. Korsch, Karl Marx, op.cit., P.• 231. 

42. Among Korsch's many unfinis~nuscripts there is one 
~~ich, according to t~e editor of the 196 German edition of ~ 
Marx, he ~anted to expand into a full ume dealing with the 

, doctrine of ideology and. of the State. Apparently, nothing came of 
·.it .. and .. the fe~1 remarks that remain indicate a mere historicist 

. , "dtiq\le of the metaphysical conception. of immutable truths. In 
·;·;the.la_s:t two. paragraphs, Rorsch restates his thesis concerning_the' 

ic:'t~ti;ty o,f forms of being and forms of thought l'Thich throughout 
his",,·life prevented him £rom dealing l'lith ideologies other than ,as 

·\mediate extensions of social being: n ... forms of consciousness 
_':c~ilziot ch'ange before a change in t.'lte bourgeois mode of producti(!n," ·· 
in.Karl Korsch, Karl Marx, ed. Gdtz Langkau (Frankfurt :snd Vienna; 

.1967)', appendix v. · · · 

43. See, for example, Ceppa, op.cit., p. 1259. 

45. Rusconi comes to very similar conclusionsconcerning 
.Korsch's earlier works: "the active theoretical thrust ••• breaks 
dowJ1 on the one hand in the empirical scientification of the 
dialectical method, while on the other, in its militant function." •·· 

· Cf• Gian Enrico Rusconi, "Dialektik in pragmatischer Anl'7endung," · in 
·Claudio Pozzoli, ed., Ueber Itarl Korsch, vol. 1 (Frankfurt, _1973). . 
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46. Cf. "Capitalism and Planning," in Council Correspondence, 
no. 4 (January, 1935), !?P• 5-15. 

4 7. Karl Korsch, "T!1e Fascist Counter Revolution," in 
Living llarxism, vol. 5, no. 2 (Fall, 1940), pp. 29-411 and "The 

against Fascism," vol. 5, no. 3 (Ninter, 1941), 

49. Cf. Studien ~ber Autorit!t und Familia (Paris, 1936). 

50. Cf. Ceppa, op.cit., p. 1254. 

51. For Korsch 's o~m evaluation of the differences bet,~een 
America and European science, see his letter to Paul Partos of 
July 30, 1939, in Alternative, no. 41 (April, 1965), pp. 76-77. 

' 
• , t\ /s2. Herbert flarcuse, Negations, trans. Jeremy Shapi o (Boston, 

1968), p. 154. 
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Marx and Friedrick Engels, Selected Horks, vol. l 

.(MC)ectOW, 1962), Po 247. 

• ., : .. ;-;,:. 54. FC!r. a good step in that direction, see Die Linke gegen die · 
•)?arteiherrschaft, hrag.-. Fritz Kool (Olten, 1970) • 
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